
Hey, Math 1
Earlier this year, I nominated Mrs. Kiker, the PLTW teacher, to be a “Teacher To Watch.”  
If you have seen the sign in the front, you know that she won!  It’s a big honor.

I was asked last minute yesterday if I wanted to attend the awards lunch to support Mrs. 
Kiker since I nominated her for the award, and I chose to attend.

I apologize for the last minute absence, but supporting my friend, colleague, and mentor 
is very important to me.

Thank you for your understanding!

Best,

Ms. Barger



Plan for the day
● You are going to learn how to factor trinomials in the form ax2+bx+c
● You will take yourself through today’s notes slides and follow all instructions
● We will talk about it tomorrow during class, so if you are confused, I need for 

you to give it your best effort



Tutoring
Since I am absent today, there was obviously no tutoring.

I have a faculty meeting before school on Wednesday.

I will be absent again on Thursday (remember Mrs. Mitchell will sub and you will 
have a Hidden Figures reading day)

I can offer tutoring on Friday morning before school



Announcements
Polynomials Tests were returned to you yesterday.  Find them in your email.  Test 
corrections are due next Monday.

Exponents Test 2… we are still waiting...

Factoring Test is on Monday

HF Chapters 13-16 will be due on Monday, but remember you can always work 
ahead!



Unit Map - Factoring
Friday - Factoring by Grouping
Monday - Factoring Trinomials x2+bx+c
Tuesday - Factoring Trinomials ax2+bx+c
Wednesday - Factoring Special Cases 
Thursday - Hidden Figures Reading Day with Mrs. Mitchell to substitute
Friday - Factoring Review
Monday - Factoring Test



 Check Thursday’s Homework ANSWERS 
(selected questions on the worksheet)

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XP_lxBmDDCMU7Mh7DRadSMAWD1Fbs6Zd/view?usp=sharing


Warm-Up

Factor the following polynomials on a whiteboard or paper:

2x2+18

h2+12h+11

u2-1u-42

3t3-15t2+t-5

u3-u2-7u+7



Warm-Up Answers

Factor the following polynomials:

2x2+18 → x(x2+9)

h2+12h+11 → (h+11)(h+1)

u2-1u-42 → (u-7)(u+6)

3t3-15t2+t-5 → (t-5)(3t2+1)

u3-u2-7u+7 → (u2-7)(u-1)



Factoring Trinomials in the 
form ax2+bx+c

3/5/2019



Please take notes on the following slides...



Watch Ms. Barger
Click HERE to watch Ms. Barger do an example problem (I’m a bit awkward on 
camera… sorry!)

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OxcpI6Y-xuxQldPPWffSBA-5msWx-e6Z/view?usp=sharing


Khan Academy Video
Click HERE to watch an introductory video from Khan Academy!

https://www.khanacademy.org/math/algebra/polynomial-factorization/factoring-quadratics-2/v/factoring-trinomials-by-grouping-4


Factoring Trinomials in the form ax2+bx+c



What is the factored form of 5x2 +11x + 2?



Complete all three practice problems
Complete all thee

Click HERE to view the answers

https://drive.google.com/file/d/13etiVyIjVWFsfxdMtJH11IWFU374wVBx/view?usp=sharing


What is the factored form of 3x2 + 4x -15. 



Complete all three practice problems

Click HERE to view the answers

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Yp0tF9TIfWSKgkLnIeAztGJuqDN_jut2/view?usp=sharing


The area of a rectangle is 2x2 - 13 x - 7. What are the 
possible dimensions of the rectangle? Use factoring



Remember...

To factor a polynomial completely, 
1. factor out the GCF of the polynomial's terms. 
2. factor the remaining polynomial until it is written as the 
product of polynomials that cannot be factored further



18x2 - 33x + 12



Complete all three practice problems

Click HERE to view the answers

https://drive.google.com/file/d/13Xkun8rH6zwfcQX6GQR06Lj_sp_jf7jr/view?usp=sharing


Optional IXL practice if you are still struggling
If you are still struggling, HERE is some additional practice from IXL!

https://www.ixl.com/math/algebra-1/factor-quadratics-with-other-leading-coefficients


Complete the factoring mixed review in its entirety 



Homework
Page 509  #20, 21, 34-46 even, 49, 51 (see next slide)

Polynomials Test Corrections due Monday

Hidden Figures Chapter 13-16 due Monday

***If you finish the notes and the homework, work on test corrections or Hidden 
Figures.  You have more than enough math work to keep you going through the 
period and you should not do work for other classes or play games.






